Imperfect Competition, General Equilibrium and Unemployment by Hans Gersbach & Achim Schniewind






Phone: +49 (89) 9224-1410/1425
Fax: +49 (89) 9224-1409
http://www.CESifo.de
________________________
*  We would like to thank George Sheldon, Christoph Schmidt, Till Requate, Uwe
Wehrspohn, Volker Hahn and seminar participants in Heidelberg and Mainz for helpful
comments and suggestions. Part of this paper was written while Gersbach was at the CES






Working Paper No. 224CESifo Working Paper No. 224
December 1999
IMPERFECT COMPETITION, GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM
AND UNEMPLOYMENT
Abstract
We analyze whether different learning abilities of firms with respect to
general equilibrium effects lead to different levels of unemployment. We
consider a general equilibrium model where firms in one sector compete
à la Cournot and a real wage rigidity leads to unemployment. If firms
consider only partial equilibrium effects when choosing quantities, the
observation of general equilibrium feedback effects will lead to repeated
quantity adjustments until a steady state is reached. When labor is
immobile across industries, unempolyment in the steady state is lower
than when all general equilibrium effects are incorporated at once. The
opposite result is true if labor is mobile.
Keywords:  Product markets, Cournot competition, learning of general
equilibrium effects, unemployment
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Figure 1: Convergence of Cournot Quantities
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Figure 3: Profits Firm j (PEC/ GEC)
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Figure 8: Convergence of Cournot Quantities
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Figure 10: Profits Firm j (PEC/ GEC)
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Figure 14: Competition and Employment (Imall)
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